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Overview[ edit ] Generally, guests are accommodated in private bedrooms with private bathrooms, or in a
suite of rooms including an en suite bathroom. Some homes have private bedrooms with a bathroom which is
shared with other guests. Often the owners themselves prepare the breakfast and clean the rooms, but some
bed and breakfasts hire staff for cleaning or cooking. China[ edit ] In China expatriates have remodelled
traditional structures in quiet picturesque rural areas and opened a few rustic boutique hotels with minimum
amenities. Most patrons are tourists but they are growing in popularity among the Chinese. They usually are a
small family-run hotel, have an intimate ambience and a pleasant atmosphere. It provides an affordable
alternate for the hotels. Premium providers may offer extra services to justify the increased price. Some of
these services include, but are not limited to: Breakfast can mean a cooked " Irish Fry " or continental style
buffet. All over the country, but especially in northern Israel Galilee, Upper Galilee and the Golan Heights the
zimmer has developed into an extensive industry. This industry began to develop in the s, when agriculture
became less profitable, and many families with farms in moshavim, kibbutzim , farms and even in cities
decided to try their luck in the business of hospitality. In the last decade, there has been development of bed
and breakfasts also in southern Israel in the Negev. There is a national law "Legge 29 marzo , n. In the
Netherlands, it is also often referred to as lodgings with breakfast, a guestroom or guesthouse. Snow continues
to pile up during the February 9â€”10, North American blizzard. Bed and breakfasts in New Zealand tend to
be more expensive than motels and often feature historic homes and furnished bedrooms at a commensurate
price. Popular resorts like Murree , which attract many tourists from different parts of the country, have a
number of such resthouses. The expenses can vary, depending on the quality of facilities. Most bed and
breakfast facilities tend to expediently cater to families, given the high level of group tourism, and offer
suitable overnight lodging. Bed and Breakfast in Romania are rated with daisies, from one to three, three
daisies being the best rating. Visitors will have the chance to try fresh, organic farm products. Spain[ edit ]
Bed and breakfast is a 21st-century phenomenon in Spain. In the past, the equivalent was Habitacion con
derecho a cocina which means "room along with use of the kitchen area". In Spain, bed and breakfast offers
are provided by hotels , hostels , apartments , houses and Inns. Normally bed and breakfast flats or houses
consist of rooms but as they are not heavily regulated, people are free to provide their houses as bed and
breakfast to pay for some of the bills. No laws in Sweden restrict such advertising; the only restriction is from
the authority of traffic Trafikverket , who only give permission to put up the bed and breakfast sign by the
local road if the owner lives in the same building as the guests. If the proprietor has less than eight beds, no
permissions from the police office is required to run public accommodations, but fire safety and food safety
applies to all new facilities, regardless of the number of beds. Standard is usually acceptable but sometimes
with en-suite bathroom or sometimes a shared bathroom in the corridor. Most people in Sweden speak and
understand English, but in small establishments it often can be tricky to pay with Credit card or Euro. This
section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Lodging establishments were few and far between in the
18th century and, apart from a limited number of coaching inns , wayfarers relied on the kindness of strangers
to provide a bed for the night. Hotels became more common with the advent of the railroad and later the
automobile; most towns had at least one prominent hotel. During the Great Depression, tourist homes
provided an economic advantage to both the traveller and the host. While little more than short-stay boarding
houses , the rooms brought needed income for the home owner and saved money for the traveller. A tourist
home or guest house represented an intermediate option between inexpensive campgrounds or cabins and
costly railway hotels. The motel fad of the s and s later filled this niche, now occupied by economy limited
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service hotels. Non-white travellers could consult The Negro Motorist Green Book , a printed directory, to
find lodging at which they would be welcome despite racial segregation and widespread discrimination.
Bicentennial in and assisted by two crucial pieces of legislation: By the mids, the Internet made it more
affordable for innkeepers to promote their properties worldwide; it provided online reservation software and
allowed travellers to view detailed photos, videos, and reviews. To stay competitive with the rest of the
lodging industry, larger bed and breakfast inns have expanded to offer wedding services, business conference
facilities, and meeting spaces as well as many other services a large hotel might offer. Regulations[ edit ]
Regulations and laws vary considerably between jurisdictions both in content and extent and in enforcement.
They are usually required by local and national ordinances to have fire resistance, a sufficient fire escape plan
in place, and smoke detectors in each guest room. Kitchens and equipment used to serve meals are also often
required to be monitored for hygienic operation, but there are significant national and local differences. The
reason for the moratorium is to force home owners with extra room to rent out their extra space to low income
residents who otherwise cannot afford housing on crowded Oahu. Professional and trade associations[ edit ]
This section does not cite any sources. September Learn how and when to remove this template message
Many inns and bed and breakfasts are members of professional associations. There are international, national,
regional, and local associations, all of which provide services to both their members and the travelling public.
Many require their members to meet specific standards of quality, while others simply require a lodging
establishment to pay dues. In the US for example, each state has an innkeeping association usually non-profit
that exists to promote the industry and tourism. Within those state associations, many city and regional bed
and breakfast associations can be found. Many state, city and regional associations, have inspection criteria
that often exceed government requirements for safety and cleanliness. In the British Isles the national approval
boards set up by governments are far more stringent than others and standards are expected to be high. Please
help improve the article by presenting facts as a neutrally-worded summary with appropriate citations.
Consider transferring direct quotations to Wikiquote. The following attributes are also appealing: The
friendliness of the host was the most important factor, followed by easy access to other places, the site being
the most appealing place in the region. Visitors have the opportunity for a relaxing break in a homely
environment. Operators have the opportunity to develop a profitable business, make new friends and contacts,
understand the cultures and lifestyles of others, and to educate guests about their way of life. Income and
leisure time have changed so that shorter breaks with greater choice of leisure activities are sought by
travellers. Changing work patterns have increased the popularity of shorter breaks that minimize the absence
from work and the effect of absences on workflow and involvement. Eighty-two percent of those sampled are
married, and about half 44 percent have children living at home. Newlyweds and "empty nesters" account for
a smaller proportion. In fact, only 9 percent of the market is attributed to adults over 59 years of age.
Education levels are high, with the largest response category being completion of a college degree 31 percent.
In addition, another one third had some graduate school or an advanced degree. It follows that the
occupational profile is dominated by professionals and managers. Words like "charm," ambience,"
"quaintness," and "atmosphere" were often used by respondents to describe this intangible appeal. This system
of independent reviews is one of the fastest growing consumer content oriented sites on the net. Another study
suggests that people trust online reviews posted by previous guests: The study, conducted in October by
comScore and The Kelsey Group, found that online, consumer-created reviews have a big impact on
prospective buyers. The study showed consumers were so trusting of online reviews, they were willing to pay
at least 20 percent, and up to 99 percent, more if a company was rated excellent or five-star than if a business
received a good, or four-star, rating. The study was based on 2, survey respondents, including who used online
consumer reviews. Professional critics, and owners of companies that receive less-than-excellent online
reviews by laypersons, might question the ability of regular people to adequately judge a service. In fact, noted
the researchers, "reviews generated by fellow consumers had a greater influence than those generated by
professionals. At least 75 percent of those using online reviews for nearly every category of business included
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in the study said the amateur field reports significantly impacted their decision. Eighty-seven percent of those
in search of hotels said the reviews played a big part in their choice. This research note highlights the
usefulness of the hedonic price technique in this industry by evaluating willingness to pay for specific
characteristics of bed and breakfast accommodations. Heterogeneity in price and amenities offered by bed and
breakfast accommodations enables us to generate estimates of willingness to pay for specific characteristics.
Using data on price and amenities collected from bed and breakfast accommodations, the findings show a
willingness to pay for specific characteristics such as sunny balconies, a five star Champagne breakfast, and a
room furnished with antique treasures Yet more and more people are flocking to bed-and-breakfast inns, the
most old-fashioned homes away from home. Just 20 years ago, there were only 1, B and Bs, as they are
nicknamed, scattered throughout the country. Today there are more than 28, serving more than 50 million
guests each year. Many have been lovingly renovated with period decorations, inviting visitors to step back in
time. Others carry a theme throughout the house. Since on average they have only seven or eight rooms, they
offer peace and quiet, a rare commodity in the average home. The hosts, who nearly always live on the
premises, provide plenty of coddling. They will recommend local attractions, help with dinner reservations,
often provide an afternoon tea or glass of sherry--and, yes, prepare a delicious homemade breakfast. While
some 10, B and Bs are private homes in which the owners offer a room or two, most are serious businesses,
complete with websites and toll-free numbers. The clientele tends to be couples, most of them affluent and
well educated. Most are tourists or people who are in town to visit family or to celebrate a special occasion.
Bed-and-breakfasts are popular with many foreign travelers, mostly from Britain, Germany, Canada, France
and Australia, who have grown up going to B and Bs in their own countries.
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Is it a drama? No sex in it. So what is it? I watched it and liked it. Afterwards, the film lingered in my head
bad movies never linger like that! After a while I felt that this movie, more than other movies, can be seen as
an illustration of how to relate as a human being to new unexpected circumstances. In this film you can see
two different basic attitudes towards "the new", towards life. The first one Caroline is a closed one. The
dynamics which follow have a universal character. You basically stay on your own, tend to isolate yourself,
tend to alienate your environment, tend to become very emotional. This way of living inhibits living in the
now. You just miss life. Not able to connect, you become lonely and frustrated. In a way, you die. And then
you go back to the place where most people have this orientation towards life. The second one Bertrand is an
open one. You see your better and more authentic self here. The one who will be happy in any situation. The
one who is not afraid of his feelings. The one who stays true to himself, who is connected to himself and
thereby is able to connect to others. The one who is in the now. You see how everything starts to blossom and
flower. How to live life, to feel it! How old is he? Well, the director, Claude Duty, was born in Tunis in For
me, this is a key. The pace of life there in Tunesia is much slower than it is in for instance Paris. Of course in
his long life as a Bertrand he has met many Carolines. It feels so obvious! Of course, all this is what I see in
the movie. But if you choose to watch it from this perspective, Claude Duty is the living master of wisdom.
Another title could have been: I choose to give this grand little movie a 10 out of Was this review helpful to
you?
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4: 50 Best B&Bs in America Gallery
Welcome to B&B Domaine du Moulin, a luxury Bed & Breakfast in Provence. Domaine du Moulin is the ideal getaway to
relax and find peace and quiet in an idyllic setting or explore the Provence.

5: The Best Bed and Breakfast in Every State Gallery
Editions for Karen Brown's France Charming Bed & Breakfasts (Paperback published in ), (Paperback published in ),

6: Bed and breakfast - Wikipedia
France hotels bed and breakfast, France B&B types of accommodation In the main towns and regions throughout
France use www.enganchecubano.com to find your overnight or short stay accommodation. Visit our regional pages and
use the search boxes to choose hotel or bed and breakfast, B&B accommodation.

7: Banff Bed & Breakfast Package - Fairmont Banff Springs
AA Bed & Breakfast in France (Aa Bed and Breakfast in France) [AA Publishing] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. This collaboration between AA Publishing and Gites de France is the definitive, full color
guide to over 3.
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8: Saint Jacques @ Burke Manor Inn
The Rosemont Inn Bed and Breakfast was established in It has eight charming guest rooms, each.

9: AAA Travel - Hotels
Explore everything from luxury bed and breakfasts to sprawling inns. Browse photos and reviews, and book a unique
hotel or B&B for your vacation, wedding, or event.
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